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ABSTRACT: Online education may be a flexible instructional delivery system that provides educators the 
opportunity to succeed in students who might not be ready to enroll during a traditional classroom course and 
supports students who need to work on their schedule and at their own pace. This concept falls under the smart 
education domain. With the exponential technological advances, anything might be instrumented, interconnected, 
and infused with intelligent design, so is education. Smart education may be a concept that describes learning in a 
digital age and since its growing popularity, it's defined as self-directed, motivated, adaptive, resource enriched, and 
technology embedded. An online lecture is a tutorial lecture designed to be posted online. Learners may access 
online lectures posted on their designated websites anywhere within the world, at any time they wish, as long as they 
need an online connection. Learners are expected to travel through videos and attend the trainer-led sessions weekly. 
The agenda of instruction-led sessions is to try to a fast debrief of video lectures for the week. Even though online 
education has excelled throughout, it still has its drawbacks. One of the major drawbacks is student's lack of 
attention. Our problem statement is to make a mechanism to watch and measure the eye span of the learners within 
the instructor-led online sessions and dashboard that quantifies the participation for every participant. To solve this 
problem machine learning is often used alongside big data to analyze the large dataset on the apache spark 
framework for our project. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 
With the increasing technological advances, something that can be instrumented interconnected, and infused with intelligent 

style then is education. Our domain for this project is sensible education. The event in technology has inspired the learners to 

be told additional effectively, expeditiously, and well. Learners will access any form of digital resources through sensible 

devices once it's connected to a wireless network. Sensible education may be a concept that describes learning in a digital 

age, has gained enhanced attention. There is no clear and unified definition of sensible learning to date. Multidisciplinary 

researchers and academic professionals are ceaselessly discussing the thought of sensible learning. 

 

Usually, ‘smart’ in sensible education refers to intelligent, customized, and adaptational. But for different entities and/or 

academic things, that means of ‘smart’ has completely different definitions. For a learner, ‘smart’ refers to knowledge and 

intelligence. For academic technology, ‘smart’ refers to accomplish its purpose effectively and expeditiously. For educational 

atmosphere, ‘smart’ refers to participating, intelligent, and climbable, to foster the learner’s performance, there square 

measure four tutorial ways. These ways embrace class-based differentiated instruction, group-based cooperative learning, 

individual-based mostly personalized learning, and mass-based generative learning. All these ways include formal and 

informal learning, in each the important and therefore the digital world. Based on the analysis framework of sensible 

education, there are unit 2 case studies. One is flipped school assignments that integrated sensible pedagogies and created 

sensible learning environments for college kids. Another pilot program is named “Online J classroom” that conjointly 

integrated sensible pedagogies into learning methods to comprehend preciseness teaching. To realize personalized learning 

expertise, sensible learning environments will give correct and wealthy learning services by victimization learning analytics. 
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 Online education has been soaring high currently, it may be potential that the long run education is looking forward to it. To 

form it additional economical and reliable we tend to should tackle the drawbacks of e-learning. The main issue that is span 

may be handled victimization learning analytics which may be enforced for improved quality education. The purpose of our 

project is to form a mechanism whereby we'll be able to predict the attention span of students in every video lecture. 

 
II.RELATEDWORK 

A framework to live the student’s visual attention automatically was proposed which started working by extracting 

frames from the video stream of the student’s webcam. Each frame is analyzed by searching the faces including 

facial points and eye states.  Eyes states are detected automatically to make a decision whether or not they are 

opened or closed.   This detection is predicated on machine learning algorithms and predictors.  

 First, participants were trained by researchers to differentiate attention from MW and attention like T.R.T (Task 

connected Thought) and on‐task attention. Afterward, they practiced the self‐caught technique of coverage MW 

instantly when recognizing their expertise with MW. The participant's distance from the screen and also the height 

of their chairs were adjusted through pre‐testing so their eye movements might easily be half‐track as they took 

positions that will be snug for 30 minutes. The measure was conducted during a slide area so participants might 

watch the video lectures alone and while not interrupted. Precautions were provided for twenty seconds when the 

eye-tracker was adjusted through 9-point calibrations. Later, the participants were asked to stare at the camera 

during an image that captured the primary video lecture scene to live the baseline of their pupil sizes. An 

inexperienced screen was shown for thirty seconds before and when the baseline screen for the correct measure. 

Finally, the video was viewed, and also the students were asked to put their finger on the higher left corner of the 

mouse throughout the watching of the video to arrange for self capture. The oculomotor nerve knowledge and eye 

movements of the participants were recorded by the eye‐tracker throughout the take a look at. 

 This article conferred a generic framework ﴾figure three.3﴿ for learner’s perceived engagement detection 

exploitation the pc vision primarily based strategies. The framework consisted of 5 different modules that embody 

detection, feature extraction, tracking, classification, and call. During a pc vision primarily based engagement 

detection system, video streams were captured employing a digital camera or a police work camera, wherever the 

camera provides a selected view of learners taking part during a learning activity. The system seeks to sight the 

region of interests (ROIs) (e.g., face, gestures, postures, or eye)of the learners within the live video stream. 

Typically, engagement detection in such a system is performed with a track and classify approach. The system 

initially performs segmentation to isolate the ROIs employing a detection module in every frame. For every ROI, 

options are then extracted during a feature extraction module and selected into patterns to initiate training and 

classification. A classification module is employed to match input patterns against patterns extracted from the 

training dataset and generates classification scores. A trailing module is meant for trailing the movement or changes 

within the ROIs in consecutive frames and generates trailing trajectories. Finally, a choice module combines 

classification scores over trajectories to output an inventory of engagement levels of the learners in the input video 

stream. They found that the foremost ordinarily used modalities in pc vision primarily based strategies are facial 

expressions, gestures and postures, and eye movement. 

   
                                III. METHODOLOGY 

 
The dataset consists of videos of 95 students, the video on the total are concerning thirty hours and every video is 

split into precisely 10 seconds. Our project starts by changing these videos to knowledge frames; from every video 

{we|we have a tendency to|we tend to} extract ten pictures as knowledge frames. These knowledge frames square 

measure given labels and regenerates into arrays for any process. The model is formed victimization ResNet-50 that 

may be a convolutional neural network and is saved for any testing. The testing method needs to load the model and 

labels that were saved. A video is given as associate input to sight the eye span of the coed. The input video is 

regenerate to knowledge frames and every knowledge frame is processed. The classified outputs are going to be 

displayed in conjunction with the video. We have used DAiSEE dataset. 
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Fig1: Architecture Diagram 

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 

Fig.2: Sample Input 
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Step:1:Fig.2 Convertingthevideostreamintopictures 

Using a full HD internet camera videos of the student’s World Health Organization have registered in an 

exceedinglycourse are captured in twenty minutes length every. All the videos are divided into 10 seconds snippets. 

Every video isthen rebornintoimageframes. 

 
Step:2: Processing the images 

 
The images generated from the video stream area unit are then severally processed for face detection. Pre-

processing includesswapping color channels for OpenCV to Keras compatibility, resizing to 224×224px, random 

rotations, zooms, shifts,shears,andflips. 

 
Step:3: Fig 3,4,5,6 Differentiate between totally different emotions 

 
Our dataset consists of labeling of 4 emotional states engagement, frustration, confusion, and boredom. For each of 

theaffectionalstates,thereare 

fourlabels:(0)terriblylow(1)low(2)high,and(3)terriblyhigh.Thesystemoughttobereadytodifferentiate betweenthe 

differentemotionsof the students. 

 

             
 

Fig 3:The above student is in the3
rd

 level of the 

engagement state i.e., he is very attentive towards the 

lecture he is listening. 

 

 

Fig 4:The above student is in the3
rd

 level of the 

boredom state,2
nd

 level of engagement state and also 

2
nd

 level of confusion state i.e., he is bored and a little 

confused towards the lecture he is listening. 
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Fig 5: The above student is in the 3
rd

 level of the boredom 

state and 2
nd

 level of engagement state i.e., she is bored 

while listening the lecture. 

Fig 6: The above student is in the2
nd

 level of the boredom 

state,2
nd

 level of engagement state and also 3
rd

 level of 

frustration state i.e., he is bored and a little confused 

towards the lecture he is listening. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

 
Spoken languages and non-verbal cues like hand gestures and facial expressions which don’t express emotion and 

provides feedback are a part of  Interpersonal human communication. Affective states like engagement, frustration, 

confusion, and boredom are very important not only to precise our emotions but also to supply important 

suggestions during social interactions like level of interest, our desire to require a speaking turn, or to supply 

continuous feedback on the understanding of the knowledge conveyed. Elearning environments are one among the 

simplest examples for studying user affective states. The model developed during this project monitor and measures 

the eye span of the learners in the instructor-led online sessions by automatically recognizing students' affective 

states such as engagement, frustration, confusion, and boredom in eLearning environments. The model takes a 

video stream as input, converts it into multiple images, processes them, extracts labels from images, fits the model 

using ResNet50 because the base model and compiles it using Stochastic Gradient Descent. This model is saved and 

used repetitively to check also differentiate the emotions of varied students and thus gives the knowledge regarding 

the attention span of the scholar by analyzing each image. Using various packages in python and the Hadoop cluster 

made our project simpler, accurate and saved us an enormous amount of your time. The proposed work also can be 

relevant to other application domains like advertising, gaming, and entertainment, where these affective states are 

important. Existing commercially available affective recognition systems have limited use in real-world 

environments, necessitating further work on this problem. 
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